
An Extension of the Hille-Hardy Formula* 

By H. M. Srivastava 

Abstract. While attempting to give extensions of the well-known Hille-Hardy 
formula for the generalized Laguerre polynomials {L,(a)(x) } defined by 

(1 - exp -1 tl = E Ln(a)(X)tn, 
1 t n-0 

the author applies here certain operational techniques and the method of finite 
mathematical induction to derive several bilinear generating functions associated 
with various classes of generalized hypergeometric polynomials. 

It is observed that the earlier works of Brafman [2], [3], [4], Chaundy [5], 
Meixner [12], Weisner [16], and others quoted in the literature, are only specialized 
or limiting forms of the results presented here. * 

1. Introduction. In the course of an attempt to give extensions of the well- 
known Hille-Hardy formula** (cf., for instance, [8, p. 189]) 

00 nt n! - Ln 
(a) 

(X)Ln 
(a) (Y )Zn 

11) n=or(n + a + 1) 

-(1 z)1 exp ( + y)z I (xyz)2I{2 
2 

(xyz] ) zi < 1, 

associated with the Laguerre polynomial 

(1.2) Ln(a)(Z) = + a (_Z)k 

we invoke here the Laplace and the inverse Laplace transform techniques and the 
method of finite mathematical induction to obtain several bilinear generating func- 
tions for certain classes of generalized hypergeometric polynomials. Various special- 
ized and limiting cases of our formulas appear in the earlier works of Brafman 
[2], [3], [4], Chaundy [5], Meixner [12], Weisner [16], and others quoted in the 
literature. 

2. The Bilinear Generating Functions. In the binomial expansion 

(1-Z )- = E n Z , | z| < 1X 

if we replace z by z(1 -x/(p - t)) and multiply both sides by (p- - we 
obtain 
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(2.1) (1 -z)f l + x 

_- (X)n (p - x _ t) 

E=o n! (p - {)a+n+X 

where Re (x) > 0, Re (p- ) > 0, and X = xz/(l - z). 
We now take the inverse Laplace transforms of both sides of (2.1), using the 

known operational relations (1), p. 217, and (31), p. 175 in [9], and we arrive at the 
familiar generating function [6, p. 654(5, 7)] 

(2.2) (1 - zx F -] = X (] (=)" L(a)(X)Zn ''L + a; 1 = n=0 (1+ a)n 

valid, by analytic continuation, for Izi < 1. 
Next we replace z by z (1 - y/(p - c)), multiply both sides by (p - and 

take their inverse Laplace transforms, and from (2.2) we similarly obtain 

d (! +a n -) L (a)(x)Lj(?(y)zn = (1 - z) exp [ 1 -z] 

(2.3) * [i -\ + a,X;1 + a, 1 + A; Z _ f1, ( ] jZj < 1 

where 

(2.4) , )[a, 13; 6;X i Y Z] = mI (a) m+p Xm y ! 
mpn,p=O (Y)m+p(6)n+p M! n! p! 

The formula (2.3), also proved by Erdelyi (see, e.g., [7, p. 288 (27)]) in a different 
form, may be looked upon as a 'mild' extension of the Hille-Hardy formula (1.1) to 
which it would obviously reduce when X -> 1 + a and a = A. 

In view of (2.4), the formula (2.3) can be written as 
00 

(n()X)Ln() Y a, n= (1 + a)n1 + #3)n 

(2.5) = (1-zr exp [-1 _ Ei f!J ) C , 

*4)2[-n, 1-X + a; 1 + a; ,1 , IZI < 1, 

where 42 denotes the Humbert function [7, p. 225] 

42[a, 3; 'Y;XX] -, (Y)mQ3= m yfl 
m,n=o (-y)m+n m! n! 

Replace x in (2.5) by xt, multiply both sides by tP- and take their Laplace 
transforms with respect to t using the known results (33), p. 191 in [8] and (4), p. 
222 in [9]. A similar operation on the variable y will finally give us 
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n=O fl. Ll+, ni L + /3 E A~ 2FLn 1 x 2F'I1 +' ,B'z 

(2.6) = 1-z)'-"(l - z+zx)-' )2 @ y 
(n!(l + ,8)z -1 

.Fj[ii,-n, 1-X + a; 1+ a; - 
'1 -z+ zx'1- z +.zxJ 

in terms of the Appell function [7, p. 224] 

Fda~j3,13';y~x~yI - (a)m+n(13)m(13')n xm yf F1 [a 13y/ ; x, Y] = E () ( + m!n 
,m,n=O ('Y)m.+n m! nV 

The form of (2.6) suggests the existence of the more general result 

~(X)n F -n, Ai 1 F n~'ai, .. a 
n=O n! 21Lv Xj r+lsL / 3, n 

(2.7) = (1 - z)Xl (1 z + zx)-f E (X)n(al)n ... (ar)n (Y 
E --X~ 

1 z + zx' 1-z + zxJ' 

provided r ? s and Izi is sufficiently small. 
Indeed the formula (2.7) holds for r = s = 1 by virtue of (2.6). For a proof by 

the method of finite mathematical induction, let us assume that it remains true for 
some values of r and s, replace y by yt, multiply both sides by t'r+"', and take their 
Laplace transforms with respect to t. Then using the known integral (17), p. 219 in 
[9], we find that r is replaced by r + 1, thus completing the induction on r. To effect 
the induction on s, replace y by y/t, multiply both sides by te13+1, and take their in- 
verse Laplace transforms using the operational relation (1), p. 297 in [9]. 

Similar are the proofs of the following bilinear generating functions: 

.(X FF-l' luF-n, v-X -; +; flz, a,, ... ar 
nO n! [ v X ]+28L /il ... Y js 

(2.8) = (1 - z) x(l -z + zx) n( E /3I)n (/3 - L (1 

(.0 an v-) ... (a; )n (z 1 2+ 

? F, lu i n v +n; v. 
1-z + zx' 1-z + zx 
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0 ()) 2F[X1 X r+lF8[ +Z 
n=O n!1 ,/38 

(X) () ... (ar.)n __ (2. 10) = (1 - - z + zx)-' E n!QXi)n (j38)n ( r ) 

1 -f, -X;v; 1 -z + ' 1-z 

~~ ~ ~ + ~, ai, ...,a,.;~ y Zn , 
Z+Z 

"O 
(X)n XF[ + n, x ]rl8 + n, al, a B 

(2 11) (1 )-(1 )-11 E~O (X)n (al)n .. (aer)n ( n 
(2.11) = (1 - z)x1-Z - x) E-~7;~ ~ ( 

-1 u, X- Xi;V;x + -l'x + 11* 

3. Further Generalizations. The second member of (2.7) can be written in the 
form 

(1 - z)Zx(1 - Z + ZX)A E (X )n . 
. 

<ar)n y- 1 

m==OM!(f - m)!(v)m(- 1 _ z + zJ ) + m Z x 

and since [7, p. 64] 

2Fb = (1 Z) 2Fz] 

this equals 

(1- _ (zX ( (X)n 
... 

(ar)n (r [ 
n 

(U)m 
M X X + m, + m; xz * S - - 2F, 

M.0 m! (n m)! (v)m vz1 _ vm z-1 

- (1 _ z)- 
00 

(X).m(.U).(al)m ***(atr)m r y 

m=z O m!(V)m(/i)m *-- (/38)m L(1 _ Z)2J 

*F, X + m, A + m; xz 1 F X + m, al + m, . .*, a. + m; yz 

which leads us to 

2F 1[ V + n, F ,a ,+ YZ 1 

n==o v ; #11 1 08 ~ n;z 1J 
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where r ? s and lzj is sufficiently small. 
Starting from (3.1) and making use of the foregoing operational techniques it is 

readily seen by induction that 

I: Wn F -n, al,,.. ap; , ai r-.. y ar; n 
=o n!+1 L bl * bq xj r+iF 8L i3, , /3; ; 

(3.2) =(1 -x (X)n(a()n *(** (apn(l)n (ar)n xyZ 
n=O n!(bl)n ... (bq)n(/3l)n ... (/3)n L(1_Z)2 

X\+ n a, +n, ...ap+n; xz1 

P+ qLbi +n, ** ,bq+n;z-1J 

F XF+[n,alc1+fn, , aar+ n; yzl * r+#pn+n, p,+n ;z-1J 

provided p ? q, r _ s and IxI, IyI, and [zl are so constrained that the two sides have 
a meaning. 

In a similar manner we have 

F n n! [ n1 a bg * x] r+fFl+ -n, ai . , a n 

(( (ai)n. (ap)n(al)n ... (ar)n (-XYZ)n (3.3) = (1 - ~n=O (bi)n ... (bq)n (f#)n ... (i83n n! 

p~lFTrX a, + n, ap+n; xz 1 F al + n, ar + n; 
L b+ n, ,bq+n;z 1r 8L1+ n+ n.,8+n;J8 

(X??4n+1Inq ,a,, .,ap nx a,, ..Y ar n n! lFQL ' 2 bq r+F8 + n 

= (1 - ~~ (X)n (ai)n1 ... (ap)n (ai)n ... (ar)n xyz1 

(3.5) = (1-Z) En=O n!(bi )n (bq)n (/3)n ... (08)n [L )2J 

F X+ n, a, + n, * ,ap + n; xz 
r+l fXq fla1+fl, ,-bq+nz l-1 

X + n, a, + n, ,r + n y 

*r+lFsL,1 :+ lz 

and 

W 
n P~Fq l 'a2x r+1F, 

x 
+ rxa ar yzn 

(1_z.-x E W. n(ai)n ..(ap)n (al)n (ar)n rxyz : n=o n! (bi)n ..(bsq)n (fl)n ..(#8s)n (1_Z) 2 

F r+ n, a, +n, ,ap +n; x 
p+ sL ~~b, + n, .. *, bq + n; 1 -zJ 

? +F,~ 
a ~ ern 

* r~~l 8L 

:#1 +n, A+ n 1zJ 
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All these bilinear relations are valid for such values of jxj, I yI, and jzj that the 
two sides do possess a meaning, provided p _ qu and r < s except possibly in (3.3) 
where r cannot exceed s + 1. 

The special case p = q = 1 of (3.2) corresponds to the formula (4), p. 1320 of 
Brafman [4] when X = bi, while in the limit as x -> 0 our formulas (2.7), (2.8) and 
(2.9) reduce to the results proved earlier by Chaundy [5, p. 62]. For p = q = r = 
s = 1, the bilinear relations (3.2), (3.4) and (3.5) are due to Meixner [12] who ob- 
tained them by transforming the Pochhammer contour integral associated with 
Gauss's hypergeometric function. The linear and bilinear generating functions dis- 
cussed recently in [1] through [3] and in [13], [14], and [16] follow from our results 
in a straightforward manner. 

Finally, we observe that in terms of the Humbert function [7, p. 225] 

43[a; 3; x, "I = (? XmY 
m,n=O (13)m+n m! n! 

the special case p = r = s = 0, q = 1, bi = 1 + a, X = - of our result (3.3) 
gives us the interesting formula 

E(+ ) -Ln(a) (X)Ln(O-n) (Y) n 

(3.6) n=o n 

= (1 + z)%exp (-yZ)f-3;i + a;1 +X 

which reduces to the known generating relation [8, p. 215] 

nE ro n+1 Ln (X)Ln y n=O rP(a + n + 1) 

= /2 
Y,-(a+#) 

/2 exp (y) Ja+# [2 (xy) 1/2] 

when z -1. 
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